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ABSTRACT

Electric vehicles (EVs) are noise less, pollutants free but require frequent charging. The countries which uses EVs
provides electricity charging facility through the road side stations, shopping complexes, and parking areas for
charging EVs. This way of charging provides an incredible increase in the travel time and new investment. To
overcome this difficulty we have proposed a new green energy harvesting (GEH) system for charging EVs. GEH
automatically energize the battery packs present in the EV and the control mechanism is used to avoid the need for
driver involvement. The system has a rectangular wind duct connected with the drive train assembly integrated with
a control system. The main focus of this recharging system is to reduce the travelling time and increase the usage of
EVs. In this study, we are mainly focusing the performance of the rectangular wind duct for various speed scenario
of the vehicle. Moreover, for estimating the state of charge (SOC), available power of the battery pack we introduced
unscented Kalman filter (UKF). Simulation results show that the axial and rotational boundary layer thickness
depends on the duct angle, the velocity ratio, and Reynolds number. The performance of UKF was compared with
the extended Kalman filtering (EKF) and the result shows that UKF produces less error than EKF and it can be
suitable for EV applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is an ever-ending demand for fossil fuel, population rise and demand for vehicles. Hence, this has
turned our concern towards the excess emission of greenhouse gases. This has been demanded for a research
on electric vehicles, which are much more eco-friendly. These vehicles are used to reduce the dependence
on fossil fuels since 1990s, their penetration into the market has not been high enough because these
vehicles are not so cost effective and it recharges the batteries once in 60 km or 70 km depends on the
capacity of EVs. Present market consists of hybrid vehicles deriving their energy from the combustion
engines. However in order to mitigate the gasoline consumption, the plug-in electric vehicles have been
introduced in the market, which can take energy from the grid. These vehicles are still under research for its
improvements on battery-life, costs and grid connection. Electric vehicles produce very less pollution and
the frequency of usage of EVs is reduced due to the present recharging system. Nowadays EVs gets charged
through roadside units, park stations, and in homes. For recharging the storage system present in the EV
takes couple of hours based on the capacity and it will increase the travelling time, thus it limitsthe vehicle
usage. To overcome this difficulty, an automatic recharging mechanism is introduced [1]. The control
mechanism automatically charges the storage system without the involvement of the driver. The performance
of the system was studied and comparison of CO

2
 emission for different vehicle has been studied. The EVs
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need to meet the recharging infrastructure frequently for charging the storage system. A new system is
introduced to find the location, payment, and future enhancements were studied [2]. It consists of different
features like location privacy, catching fraudulent statement, slandering, and hiding. To reduce greenhouse
gas emission utilization of EVs are very important and interfacing EVs to micro grid are popular for recharging
[3]. An optimal control and scheduling mechanism, which controls the electricity consumption of both the
home appliances and EVs is necessary. The mixed integer linear programming is used to solve the scheduling
problem optimally. The operating cost and CO

2
 emission of a hybrid EV is calculated under the European

regulations [4]. A global optimization algorithm is developed for minimizing the CO
2
 emission of EVs.

The cost analysis of battery discharge has been done and compared with the cost of engine for satisfying the
customers and increase the frequency of EVs. A new formulation of artificial dissipation coefficient required
for Navier-Stokes in turbulent boundary layer estimation and scaling functions are used by Shalman et al.
[5]. This scaling provides damping in the estimation of boundary layer and a coarse grid is used for getting
greater accuracy. For calculating the boundary layer thickness a transonic flow over a NACA airfoil is used.

The grid, which is used here, produces more accuracy in estimating the boundary layer computation. A
turbulent flow modeling use high resolution Reynolds Navier-Stokes method for analyzing 3-D building
arrays. Two different models were tested and the turbulent kinematic energy and viscous dissipation rate
are estimated [6]. They used standard and Kato-Launder models to predict the turbulence kinetic energy
around the stagnation point. The stress present in point to point flow related to the Reynolds stress has been
calculated for the building array. A three dimensional axisymmetric Navier-Stokes model is studied to
avoid tremendous dynamic growth of one dimensional model. Thomas and Congming applied this method
and get dynamic depletion mechanism, which prevent the outcome in a short duration of time [7]. This
estimation produces large dynamic growth even though the overall solution is accurate and smooth.

The environmental electrification of ships is important and become popular. Optimal energy management
system plays a major role to reduce the fuel consumption [8]. A full electric system for the ship propulsion
and storage system reduces the total energy consumption. A global survey has been done for plug-in electric
vehicles (PEV). The customer preferences and opinion about PEV and charging services has been done for
13 countries [9]. Analysis of different factors affecting purchase of EV is shown in figure 1. Green energy
sources produces fluctuating electric power and it can be stored in a storage system for further usage.
Cascaded pulse width modulation for balancing the state of charge of battery packs are studied by Laxman
et al. [10]. Nine NiMH batteries are used for balancing SOC and a control algorithm is introduced for

Figure 1: Factors affecting to purchase full EV [9].
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making the SOC equal to all the batteries. Analysis of battery SOC variation for different temperature has
been studied and a model is developed for improving the SOC estimation [11]. The performance of first
order RC network model is compared with the open circuit voltage with temperature variation and a new
set of data is generated and replaced the old one.

A comparative analysis has been done for SOC with temperature and better result has been achieved. A
parking garage is used to electrifying the plug-in EVs [12]. A smart algorithm is introduced for the controller,
to limit the charging rate and to reduce the cost of charging. SOC estimation is complex and it is important
to improve the increase usage of EVs. A new robust EKF is introduced to estimate lithium-ion battery. An
improved lumped circuit model has been implemented based on generic algorithm [13]. The analysis has
been performed using urban driving schedule and the simulation result shows that the battery model produces
better accuracy. The robust EKF method eliminates the accumulation of calculation problems and the
initial state estimation error. An integral charger for the battery packs present in the electric scooter with
power factor correction capability using fixed point DSP (digital signal processing) controller [14]. In this
method no additional filtering is needed because pulse width modulation is used for minimizing the ripple.
A control algorithm is developed for a power factor correction boost rectifier prototype and tested in the
scooter [15].

The battery is a non-linear system so that an extended version of Kalman filter called extended
Kalman filtering (EKF) is used for estimating different parameters of battery. Compared with particle
filter (PF) the EKF has less computational complexity. A battery model is constructed using a second
order RC network and the open circuit voltage is measured in the lithium ion phosphate battery for
estimating the SOC for EVs. The load characteristic of the second order network has been analyzed [16].
A recursive Kalman filter is used for the calibration process and an algorithm is realized in the recursive
form. The calibrations are studied under different conditions. For calculating the state estimation of non
linear system unscented Kalman filtering (UKF) is used instead of EKF [17]. Comparing the performance
of UKF with EKF four different cases has been studied and the UKF is better than EKF in terms of speed
of convergence and robustness. Another method for estimating non-linear states, a constrained EKF is
introduced and the dynamic states are considered as algebraic equality or inequality constraints [18].
The constrained EKF can be computed with little additional computational cost. The EKF which is used
for non-linear estimation is difficult to tune, difficult to implement, reliable for almost linear system, and
arises linearization problems [19].

To overcome these difficulties an unscented transformation was developed and it provides accurate
results and easy to implement. It can be used in high nonlinear control applications. Recursive bayesian
estimation based optimal EKF is used to estimate the nonlinear system parameters [20]. The derivative less

Figure 2: Arrangement of wind duct on the top of vehicle with other devices.
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deterministic algorithm called sigma point Kalman filter are used to study machine learning problems and
it can be used where EKF is not possible to estimates.

The EVs used in different countries and its various ratings are shown in table 1. The charging time
required for EVs are depends upon the power rating (ie: multiplication of current and voltage) of the input.
According to table 1 the minimum charging is required for full charging of EV and it is around 3-4 hours.
Huge variation can be observed in the travelling time for long distance. Most of the developed countries
have used EVs for creating green environment. The arrangement of wind duct incorporated with other
devices is shown in figure 2. We extend the work based on the previous work [1]. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the overview of proposed system; section 3 describes
flow analysis of rectangular duct; section 4 explains the UKF; section 5 explains the simulation results of
both the wind duct and SOC of battery; and finally, conclusion is discussed in section 6.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The vehicle which runs through fuel produces more greenhouse emission and pumped into atmosphere.
The cost is increasing everyday for controlling the pollution. Green energy utilization in EVs becomes
popular to reduce the pollutants produced by fuel vehicles. The major disadvantage of EV is storage of
energy and distance to be travelled for the same charge. This study mainly focused to solve this problem.

Figure 3: Block diagram of proposed system.

Table 1
Top electric vehicles and its various ratings.

Name of EV Battery Capacity Range Charge Charging
Type Time Voltage/Current

BMW Mini E Lithium ion with Air 35 kWh 96 miles 26 hours 110V/12 amp
cooled. 4.5 hours 240V/32amp

3 hours 240V/48 amp

Chevy Volt Liquid cooled 16kWh 40 miles 10 hours 120V/12amp
Lithium managanese 4 hours 240V/24amp
cells from Lg Chem.

Ford Focus EV Lithium ion tri-metal 23kWh 75 miles 6-8 hours 230V/32amp
cells from LG Chem.

Smart Fortwo ED Lithium ion 16.5kWh 85 miles 3.5-8 hours 220V/24 amp

Tesla Model S Standard (larger 42kWh 160 miles 3-5 hours 220V/70 amp
premium batteries
optional)

Tesla Roadster Lithium cobalt 56kWh 220 miles 3.5 hours 220V/70amp
Liquid cooled.

Think City Lithium ion batteries 24.5kWh 99 miles 8 hours 110V/48 amp

Volvo Electric C30 Lithium ion batteries 24 kWh 93 mile 8 hours 230V/16 amp
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GEH automatically charge the battery packs present in the EVs. The advanced permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG) and the drive systems are used for producing power. The ARM-7 based controller with
sensing system is communicated through controller area network (CAN). A high power converter is used
for fast charging of storage system present in the EVs.

A turbine with gear arrangement is connected with a variable speed PMSG. If the vehicle is moving,
PMSG generates power and it is proportional to the speed of the vehicle. A variable speed wind turbine is
used to increase the power quality and reduce the mechanical stress. The battery management system is
interfaced with the sealed battery packs via CAN bus communication. It also measures the battery SOC,
and power under running condition. The block diagram of proposed system is shown in figure 3. The SOC
represents the amount of energy contains in the battery and it should be maintained between 20% and 95%.
The controller always senses the SOC and maintains 20<SOC<95. The advantages of GEH are
given below:

1. Energize the battery pack through green energy harvesting leads to eliminate pollutants.

2. Recharging stations are not required for charging the battery packs of EV.

3. Compared to EV the proposed system (GEH) reduces the travelling time.

4. GEH overcome the future fuel crisis.

In this study, we concentrate two major areas such as 1) performance of wind duct 2) SOC estimation.
The flow characteristics of wind duct such as boundary layer thickness, shear stress, and effect of Reynolds
number (RN) has been analyzed. In a constant cross section in both the end of the pipe has negative
pressure gradient due to increase of boundary layer. If the cross sectional area is reduced the rotational
velocity increases along with the stream wise direction. These results in the development of boundary layer
or it will be reduced.

To estimate the real time SOC we use UKF. For this estimation, a non-linear transformation is used for
estimating the random variables which is used to calculate SOC. A wind duct is constructed on the top of
the EV. The shape of the wind duct is like a rectangular cone, i.e. the outlet mouth is slowly reducing. An

Figure 4: Rectangular duct in a spherical coordinate.
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automatic opening valve is incorporated at the end of the duct to release the pressure higher than the
allowable pressure.

3. FLOW ANALYSIS OF DUCT

The complex features of turbulent flow wind duct are calculated by using Navier-Stocks equation. The
turbulent fluctuation produces non-normality, rapid growth disturbance energy, and non-linearity. The lifetime
of turbulence is finite near the edge of the revolution [26]. Numerous experiments have been studied by
Eckhardt et al. [25] for the importance of turbulent fluctuation inside the duct. There is a weak connection
between the chaotic flow and the flow structure grows during linear transient phase. In this study we
assume that the dynamic flow of air free vertex velocity profile and its velocity depend on the speed of
vehicle. The boundary layer assumptions are applied in Navier-Stocks equation and the turbulent flow
parameters of convergent wind duct such as shear stress, the boundary layer growth, and the effect of RN.

The spherical coordinate system can be built upon three mutually perpendicular axes x, y, and z with
radial displacement (r) and two angular displacements (� and �). The wind velocity is proportional to the
speed of the vehicle. The length of the duct is l, height is h, and the inside velocity of boundary layer for the
three directions are Ur, U�, U�. The suffix ‘i’ indicates the inlet, ‘o’ indicates the outlet of the duct and s
represents the outer surface of the wind duct. The incremental area of the surface of sphere is dA. The wind
duct is placed in the spherical coordinate system is shown in figure 4. The wind duct is considered as an
axisymmetric convergent nozzle and the Navier-Stokes equation related to incompressible flow for spherical
coordinate system as [24].
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the axisymmetric wind duct and the above equations can be reduced as follows:
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When the vehicle starts to move the flow of wind pass through the duct is proportional to the speed of
the vehicle. The turbulent flow inside the converging duct will affect the boundary layer. The duct is designed
in such a way that the maximum power attained with the speed of 60 km. If the vehicle speed increases an
opposite force will be introduced. To avoid this problem an automatic valve mechanism is installed at the
end of the duct. To estimate the boundary layer parameters different boundary condition has been considered.

0,r θ φU (r,α)= U (r,α)= U (r,α)=  Ur r rs φ r φsU r,α β r =U , r,α β r =U , max P r,  Umax r i rnα βδ r = Pβ , (r ,θ)=U .

To solve the above equations with boundary conditions the flow inside the duct is turbulent and the velocity
profile is considered based on 1/n power distribution, here we are choosing n = 7 and U

r
 and M becomes,

1/ 7
/r rs rU = U M β M = r α θ . The axial velocity outside the boundary layer of wind duct can be

calculated as
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Now the boundary layer momentum integral in the r direction can be determined from equation (5) and
the value of sinè is very small so it is negligible.
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The wall shear stress can be calculated directly from the relation used by Maddahian et al. [23]. The
turbulent shear stress in the r direction is as follows:
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rθ r
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4. UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER

Most of the real time systems are nonlinear and it can be represented as discrete time system. Extended
Kalman filer (EKF) is used to solve nonlinear problems. The transition matrix is consecutively changed
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with respect to time. So it cannot be pre-computed and requires more computations. The battery charging
controller (BCC) has the capability to estimate SOC, available power, and capacity under running condition.
The algorithm has been implemented in a sodium chloride battery (Zebra) pack. The predicted function P

f

and the updated function U
f
 are nonlinear practically. The EKF does not provide better performance in the

non-linear system. The state of the battery is non linear. So that, the state space model may be non linear.
The non-linear version of Kalman filter is called EKF and the summary is given in table 2. EKF linearizes
the current mean and covariance of the system. The function f and h cannot be used to find the covariance
directly. The previous estimation helps in calculating the predicted state. This non-linear model propagates
covariance while doing linearization in EKF. So the performance of EKF is not up to the mark. The Unscented
Kalman filter (UKF) utilizes more deterministic sampling points around the mean.

The mean and covariance can be estimated from the sample points used in the nonlinear function and it
provides dynamic error bounds on these estimates. The advantages of this estimate are:

• The UKF estimation produces accurate results for different speed scenario of the EV.

• The temperature variation from 30o to 50o can be considered.

Figure 5: Measurement of SOC.

Table 2
Summary of EKF for SOC estimation.
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It uses 2k + 1 sample points for k states instead of linearizing a nonlinear function. More deterministic
sampling method used in UKF gives better performance and the algorithm is summarized in table 3. UKF
is an easier method for calculating the statistics of a random variable to estimate SOC. This method undergoes
a nonlinear transformation and builds on the principle that it approximates a probability distribution function.
The measurement setup of SOC is shown in figure 5. The algorithm is combined with a cell model given in
[22] to BCC functions. In the UKF method the real time estimation is done for different speed scenarios of
EV. By applying Gaussian random variable in SOC estimation it will produce more instability in the output

Table 3
Summary of UKF algorithm for SOC estimation.
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because of linearizing the non-linear function. In UKF, 2L + 1 sample points from L states are taken and
pass through the non-linear function. In this case the random variable match with the mean and covariance
and it will be recalculated. This approach reduces the computational complexities and increases the speed
and accuracy of calculations.

The algorithm compares the voltage value predicted by Plett [22] with the measured cell voltage under
running condition. In order to study the performance of UKF in SOC, we need to verify the pulse power
capability using hybrid pulse power characterization (HPPC) described in [20]. HPPC is used to estimate
the dynamic power capability over the voltage and charge range of the battery. A test profile of HPPC
characterization is shown in figure 6. It shows that the discharge and charge pulse power capability at
different depth of discharge (DOD) values. For estimating SOC, the cell was initially fully charged. The
charge and discharge pulse range were used form 100A to 1A.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The rectangular duct is placed on the top of the electric vehicle. The turbulent flow in a convergent
rectangular duct with inlet mouth size of 1meter length and 0.5 meter height, and the outlet mouth size
of 0.4m length, 0.2m height and inlet velocity ratio of 0.6 are chosen. If vehicle moves, velocity near
the duct inlet will vary, as a result the frictional and wall effects penetrate into the flow depends on the
inlet velocity.

Figure 7: Navier-Stokes velocity vector and duct angle (a) 10 degree (b) 20 degree.

Figure 6: Test profile of HPPC characterization.
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The boundary layer thickness of rectangular duct will vary with duct angle. If the duct angle increases,
both the rotational and axial velocities increases and the thickness of both the axial and rotational boundary
layer gets decreases. On the other hand, if we increase the duct angle the location of boundary layer thickness
moves towards the mouth of the rectangular duct. Figure 7 shows the velocity vector for two different duct
angles. Figure 7(a) shows the velocity vector of 10o duct angle and it has more separation and figure 7(b)
shows the velocity vector of 20o duct angle and it has attached flow. Figure 8 shows the boundary layer
thickness for different duct angle in the rotational and axial directions. Figure 8(a) depicts that if the duct
angle increases the boundary layer thickness decreases gradually.

Figure 8(b) shows the boundary layer thickness for different duct angle in the rotational direction. The
figure depicts that if the duct angle increases the boundary layer thickness decreases gradually. Comparing
the axial and rotational boundary layer thickness, the rotational boundary layer has higher thickness range
than axial boundary layer for the same duct angle.

The shear stress, angle of duct, and the boundary layer are closely related to each other. If the boundary
layer thickness is higher, then the shear stress of wall decreases gradually. Figure 9 shows the shear stress of
duct wall for various angles. The inlet velocity of rectangular duct increases if the speed of vehicle increases.
Figure 9(a) shows the shear stress of rotational direction and it decreases gradually if duct angle increases. On
the other hand, the increase in inlet velocity automatically increases the streamline flow along the rotational
and axial direction as a result increases of shear stress. Figure 9(b) shows the shear stress of axial direction,

Figure 9: Effect of duct angle on shear stress (a) rotational (b) axial.

Figure 8: Effect of duct angle on boundary layer thickness (a) rotational (b) axial.
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decreases gradually if duct angle increases. On comparing both the rotational and axial shear stress the rotational
stress is greater than axial shear stress. The shear stress is less in the mouth of the duct.

The velocity of inlet varies depends on the speed of vehicle. To study the effect of RN we considered
the speed of vehicle is constant and estimates the boundary layer for various values of RN. Figure 10 shows
the effect of RN on rotational and axial boundary layer. We calculated the boundary layer for three different
values: RN = 1 � 103, 2 � 104, and 5x105. Figure 10(a),(c),(e) shows the rotational boundary layer thickness
for different values of RN and figure. 10(b),(d),(f) shows the axial boundary layer thickness and it depicts
that if RN increases the boundary layer thickness decreases. Comparing both the rotational and axial boundary
layer thickness for all the three cases of RN, the axial boundary layer thickness is smaller than the thickness
of rotational boundary layer.

Three different speed scenarios are considered for SOC error estimation compared with both the EKF
and UKF. Pulsed current test was taken and the performance is carried out. The following assumptions are
made for this estimation.

Figure 10: Effect of RN on boundary layer thickness: (a, c, e) rotational, (b, d, f) axial.
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• The state estimation model and system model are same.

• Both the process and measurement noise are considered and Gaussian noise is applied.

• The covariance of both the process and measurement noise is same for EKF and UKF.

• The sampling frequency is same as that of the measurement frequency.

• In UKF algorithm the following values are considered. � = 0.1, � = 2, k = 0

SOC estimation using EKF and UKF for pulsed current test is shown in figure 11. The figure illustrates
the error estimation of both the charging and discharging of battery system connected to GEH. In figure
11(a),(c), (e) shows the error estimation under charging the battery for 20 km, 40 km, and 60 km speed

Figure 11: Error during SOC estimation using EKF and UKF for HPPC cell test:
(a, b) 0-20 km speed, (c, d) = 21-40 km speed, (e, f) 41-60 km speed.
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respectively. Figure 11(b),(d),(f) shows that the error estimation under discharging of battery for 20 km, 40
km, and 60 km speed respectively. The UKF estimation starts with zero for all the three speed scenarios.
Figure 11(a) and (b) shows that the error estimation with the speed ranges from 0-20 km. In this case both the
charging and discharging rate is almost equal. Figure 11(c) and (d) shows that the error estimation with the
speed ranges from 21-40 km. The percentage of error is greater than that of first case. Compared to EKF the
error rate of UKF is less in SOC error estimation. In figure 11(e) and (f) describes the error estimation with the
speed range from 41-60 km. In this case the charging rate is greater than that of discharging rate. Compared to
all the three speed scenarios UKF produces less error rate than EKF. From the output we can conclude that
UKF estimation is better than that of EKF. The percentage of error is less than 2% in UKF and greater than 3%
in KEF under 60 km speed scenario and it is less than 2% in lower speed scenario. The charging and discharging
takes place simultaneously and the charging portion of the pulse current test follow the discharge according to
the speed of the vehicle. In this state the rate of discharge is greater than the rate of charge.

The capacity delivery of the battery depends on the rate of discharge as well as battery temperature.
Figure 12 shows the depth of discharge for three different speed scenarios for 30 minutes running time of
EV. The two ellipses indicate that the EVs are incorporated with and without GEH respectively. The curves

Figure 12: Discharge curve at various speeds.

Figure 13: HPPC cell test for charge and discharge power
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under right side ellipse are not connected to GEH and it shows the rate of DOD for three different speed
scenarios. If speed increases the rate of DOD is also increases. In the case of 20 km speed the DOD is
around 53% and at 60 km speed it is around 70%. The voltage is reduced to 10.5-11 volts for all the speed
scenarios. On the other hand the curves under the left side ellipse are connected to GEH for three different
speed scenarios. If speed increases, the DOD decreases because maximum voltage will be produced by the
generator at the speed of 60 km. In this case, for 20 km speed the DOD is around 22% and it is around 6%
for 60 km speed. For all the cases the voltage range is 12.5 volts. So that the SOC of battery is increased at
high-speed scenario compared to a low speed.

From figure 12 we can easily understand that recharging is needed for hour duration but GEH does
not require such type of recharging. The voltage range can be maintained between 12.5V and 13V.
Moreover the rate of charge is also depends upon the capacity of harvesting system we incorporated. The
power versus energy data for HPPC cell test is shown in figure 13. Here the charging and discharging
powers are taken as y-axis and the time is taken as x-axis for easy comparison of both the results. From
this output we can understand that the charging power equalizes the discharging power and the SOC will
be maintained in GEH.

According to table 1 we calculated the traveling distance for 10 hours duration is shown in figure 14.
From the graph we can understand that the proposed EV covers three times greater distance as the ratio 1:3.
So we strongly say that the proposed method will increase the usage of EVs and create the way for green
environment.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a new charging scheme for EVs to reduce the travelling time and thereby to
increase the usage of EVs. The traveling time depends on the capacity of the battery pack present in the
vehicle. The countries, which use EV, provide recharging facility for EVs and this leads to increase in
travelling time. The proposed method provides solution for this problem. In this study we analyzed both the
performance of wind duct and SOC of battery packs. For analyzing the performance of wind duct three
different scenarios have taken. We are not considered other losses at the running time of vehicle. The
numerical analysis of wind duct shows that the axial and rotational boundary layer thickness depends on
the velocity ratio, Reynolds number, and the angle of rectangular duct. The boundary layer thickness will
decrease if RN increases. The shear stress also depends on the angle of duct. We have estimated the
performance of battery packs using both the EKF and UKF. We used HPPC test profile to estimate the
dynamic power of the battery pack over the charge and voltage range. From the performance comparison

Figure 14: Comparison of traveling distance for various EVs.
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we can conclude that the UKF produce less error than EKF and it can accurately estimates the available
power. The discharging rate of EV for three different speed scenarios with and without GEH has been
studied. The EV with GEH has less discharging rate because it automatically recharges the battery packs
while running. The DOD is around 22% and the voltage is 12.5 V for 20 km, DOD is 16% and the cell
voltage is 12.8 V for 40 km, and DOD is around 6% and the voltage is 13.2 V for 60 km speed. Finally we
conclude that this approach reduces the total traveling time and increase EVs as a result creating pollution
free environment. The authors believe that the implemented system has many advantages and can adopt by
developing countries at all levels.
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